A summer in the Balearic Islands

Views to the sea from Ibiza Country House

Dear Friends,
With spring finally settling in, summer is just around the corner. With perfect
temperature, summer is the ideal season to experience first-handed the good life in
Spain. Vacations filled with food, wine and the irresistible Spanish culture and charm.
With idyllic beaches and infinite hidden gems, the Balearic islands of Ibiza and
Mallorca offers much more than hedonistic crazy nights. Our romantic properties, Ibiza
Country House (Ibiza) and Xarbet Villa (Mallorca), are an ideal spot to explore
undeveloped coves together with unspoiled inland villages and the wild and beautiful
countryside.
At Greatness we invite you to enjoy privileged access and unique perspectives on the
Spanish treasures.
Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea
CEO & Founder
info@greatness.es
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XARBET VILLA
Available for stays (8 bedrooms)
visits and events up to 200 people

Xarbet Villa

This wonderful Villa, located in the
heartlands of Mallorca, combines in
a unique and exquisite way the
peaceful and quite charm of the
interior of the island along with the
beauty of the Mediterranean Sea.

The House is surrounded by an extensive and beautiful Italian-inspired garden full
of fountains, arbors and many Mediterranean plants and trees such as lemon and
orange trees, cypresses and laurels. The view over the Sierra of Tramontana is
breathtaking and can be admired from each corner of the garden, especially from
the pool house during sunset.

IBIZA COUNTRY
HOUSE
Available for stays (6
bedrooms), visits and
events up to 300 people.
Located in the much sought
after Mediterranean island
of Ibiza, the Country House
Ibiza Country House
is an old farm of 55.000 m2
situated in an absolutely exceptional site, the former Natural Park of Cala
d’Hort, thus being surrounded by a varied Mediterranean forest. The property
slopes down the eastern side of Cap Llentrisca from a 200 m altitude and is
500 m from the shore. The sea, as well as the neighboring island of
Formentera, can be contemplated from the house.
The house was built in 2000, following the traditional style of the island’s
country houses, by the architect Juan de los Ríos. Its exceptional
Mediterranean garden, with its alberca-style swimming pool, creates a unique
setting for all kinds of events.

